RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
st Race The Aboline Handicap
1
PROPERLY POSH
M19-20 - 24 ⁄

Cl-IV, 21-46, To be ridden by jockeys of indian nationality.

1600 Mts.

2

1 20110 met interference approaching the 400 metres and again passing the 300 metres. 232⁄201563 was
inclined inwards from the 350 metres and Jockey reported his mount hung-in despite his efforts.

HEADBOY

Cl20-21 - 301⁄21854 Jockey had to check his mount round the final bend.

INTELLECTION

Cl20-21 - 2411⁄2035 met interference and stumbled soon after the start.

SEASKY

Cl19-20 - 113⁄201554 was slow to begin. Cl20-21 - 1812⁄20313 was slow to begin. 301⁄21852 was fractious in its stall was

slow to begin.
Cl20-21 - 131⁄21605 missed the jump & fly jumped out from the gates passing the 700 metres.

SCRIPT

Cl20-21 - 2411⁄20110 Jockey reported that his mount fly jumped out from the gates and was inclined to hang out for the
greater part of the race.
returned with cut injury on left nostril. 131⁄21598 jumped awkwardly from the gates and continuously scraped the false rails
for some distance passing the 800 metres.

HUNTSMAN

51⁄21514

TIA QUEEN

Cl20-21 - 1212⁄20258 was fractious while being stalled jumped out awkwardly from the gates.

Cl19-20 - 113⁄201575 was slow to begin losing consideration ground at the start. Cl20-21 - 51⁄21535 was slow to begin.
jumped out sluggishly losing approximately five to six lengths at the start.

RUSTLER
62⁄21987

SUPERNORMAL

Cl20-21 - 1212⁄20285 returned lame on right fore..

MORESCO

Cl19-20 - 281⁄201070 found to be suffering from a traumatic back injury. Under the circumstances the gelding was permitted

to be withdrawn.
Cl19-20 - 111⁄20759 was brought to a halt soon after passing the winning post. On immediate examination the filly was
found to have bled from its nostrils.
nd Race The Up Guards Handicap
Cl-III, 41-66, To be ridden by jockeys of indian nationality.
1400 Mts.

XILE

2
ASTRAL FORCE

Bg19-20 - 63⁄201793 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing the 200 Metres. and Jockey fine for loss
of whip. Bg20-21 - 2512⁄20687 accidentally brushed the running rails passing the 1200 Metres.

SUMMER AIR
M19-20 - 2212⁄19465 met interference from the 400 metres. Cl20-21 - 512⁄20(21) met interference soon after the start &
Jockey was reprimanded in the presence of Trainer for riding an over confidence race.
GOLD BOND

Cl20-21 - 1812⁄20326 met interference soon after jump out.

APNA TIME AAYEGA

Cl20-21 - 112⁄2092 was slow to begin. 1212⁄20284 was slow to begin. 32⁄21884 missed the jump.

Cl20-21 - 1212⁄20253 was squeezed out for room after the jump out. 62⁄21963 Met interference passing 500 mts & The
Stipendiary Steward decided to continue with the enquiry.

DARING HEART

WHISPERING GRASS

Cl19-20 - 43⁄201484 stumbled at the start.

CLIFFS OF CAPRI

Pn19 - 289⁄19(110) had right eye injury (sore eye). M19-20 - 2912⁄19635 met interference passing the 800 metres.

PHILADELPHIA

Cl20-21 - 221⁄217312 Jockey was severely reprimanded for travelling wide throughout the race for no apparent reason.

rd Race The Serendine Handicap
3
LORD OF THE SEA
Cl20-21 - 17 ⁄

1 21678

Cl-II, 61-86

1400 Mts.

was slow to begin losing approximate 3-4 lengths at the start. 62⁄21975 planted losing over a distance

at the start.

HUKUMAT

Cl19-20 - 181⁄20919 returned bleeding from its nostrils. Cl20-21 - 1812⁄20(35) Jockey reported loss of whip passing the

100 metres.
Cl20-21 - 1212⁄20262 Jockey reported that the saddle of his mount shifted forward approaching the 800 metes. 301⁄21823
saddle shifted forward passing the 900 metres with the rider having great difficulty in controlling his mount.

SILVER BRACELET

M20-21 - 612⁄20195 met interference soon after the start. 2712⁄20572 was observed to have stumbled due to a tightly packed
field and was steadied passing 800 metres.

BARACK

Cl20-21 - 301⁄21843 Apprentice was severely reprimanded for failing to place his mount judiciously during the running of
the race, swinging wide round the final bend and finishing the course on the outer rails.

OAK BROOK

CORONA DEL CORSA

th Race The Acorn Stakes
4
BLAZING BELLE

Bg19-20 - 152⁄201557 met interference at the start. 63⁄201815 jumped awkwardly inwards at the start.
Cl-T,, Terms
1400 Mts.
Cl20-21 - 301⁄21813 Jockey reported that his mount, having its maiden outing, shifted inwards when placed under pressure

approaching the 600 metres.
th Race The Mica Empress Cup

5
NEW ENGLAND

INTO THE SPOTLIGHT

Cl-I, 81 and above

Cl20-21 BgS19 -

221⁄21758

77⁄1911112

slow to begin.

32⁄21916

1100 Mts.

was slow to begin.

was found to have burst its blood vessels. Bg19-20 - 2911⁄19294 met interference at the start.

RIQUEWIHR
Cl19-20 - 11⁄20685 tightly packed field was denied a clear run and had to be severely checked by its rider approaching
the distance post. Cl20-21 - 221⁄21755 met interference Passing the 150 metres.
M19-20 - 2112⁄19392 weakened and leaned outwards, Passing the 50 metres. 162⁄201462 met interference at the start.
th Race The Robin Hood Handicap
Cl-IV, 21-46, To be ridden by jockeys of indian nationality.
1200 Mts.

SAGITTARIUS

6
FANCOURT

Cl19-20 - 82⁄201128 ran into the heels of MR FOGGS soon after entering the straight. Cl20-21 - 2411⁄2037 was slow to

SHIVAYY

Cl20-21 - 1812⁄203212 met interference soon after jump out. 221⁄217414 jumped awkwardly from the gates.

begin. 32⁄21923 was slow to begin.

Pn19 - 248⁄19(49) jockey was observed to have used the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount. 159⁄19865
was racing between PRINCIPESSA and FANFARE was tightened for room and had to be steadied approaching the 550 metres. 510⁄191168 jumped out
slow losing about 2 lengths at the start. Cl19-20 - 181⁄20957 Jockey was reprimanded for repeatedly changing course during the final stages of the race.
252⁄201405 was slow to begin. 113⁄2015710 swerved to the outer portion of the race track soon after the start and lost considerable ground and thereafter took
no practical part in the race.

SILVER KING

POPCORN

Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20426 returned lame on right fore.

DESPACITO

M19-20 - 2712⁄19572 jumped outwards at the start.

Cl19-20 - 2612⁄19609 returned with cut injury on right fore. Cl20-21 - 32⁄21896 Jockey reported that his mount did not have
much to offer during the final stages of the race when placed under pressure.

AROUND THE WORLD

SPIRITUAL

Cl20-21 - 62⁄21945 had to be steadied at the 600 metres when CAPRICONIA shifted course to the outside.

PEOPLES PRIDE

Cl20-21 - 131⁄216111 returned with cut injury on right fore.

ASHWAMEGH
Cl20-21 - 11⁄21460 was found to have sustained cut injuries on both fore. Under the circumstances, the colt was permitted
to be withdrawn. 221⁄21786 missed the jump.

